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Using Dimensional Regularization (DR) for some two-point functions of a prototype Non-Comutative (NC) φ4
scalar theory, we explictly show that, to one-loop, the IR and UV divergences of non-planar diagrams having
quadratic divergences decouple, contrary to the case of the Pauli-Villars cut-off regularization (PVR) often used
in existing literatures. We also note that the IR structure 1/p ◦ p obtained from DR is reproduced by PVR in
the limit where the UV cut-off Λ is set to infinity. We study the phenomenological implications of this result
by rederiving bounds from low-energy data on the violation of Lorentz invariance based on the existence of the
quadratic divergence. The most stringent (and regularization independent) bound on Lorentz violation in NC-
QCD from low-energy data is 1/
√
θ ≈ ν ≥ 1015 GeV, which comes from the absence of sidereal variations between
the Cs and Hg atomic clocks.
1. Introduction
At present, one expects that our current under-
standing of space-time may be modied at a very
short distance scale. One possible modication,
inspired by quantum mechanics and also moti-
vated by string theory arguments, is that the
space-time coordinates become noncommutative
[1]. The characteristic scale  of the NC models,
above which one may expect a modication of
the Standard Model, can be parametrized by an
\angle" θ dened from the x-space commutation
relation:
[X^µ, X^ν ] = iθµν , where : θµν  gµν2 . (1)
Though it can be premature to perform an ex-
plicit calculation before a complete understand-
ing of the geometrical and mathematical founda-
tions of the models and of its connection with the
physical world, it is interesting to check the self-
consistency of the existing calculations for a given
framework. In particular, one of the peculiar fea-
tures of the NC approach is the apparent corre-
lation between the UV and IR divergences of the
theories, explicitly shown in some scalar models
[2], using the Pauli-Villars cut-o regularization
(PVR). In this short note, we test, if the correla-
tion of the UV and IR divergences is, whether an
articaft of PVR, or a more general phenomena in-
dependent of the regularization procedure. In so
doing, we use ’t Hooft-Veltman [3] Dimensional
Regularization (DR) [4], which is known to be a
powerful method in gauge theories as it implictly
preserves gauge invariance and avoids quadratic
divergences.
2. Scalar two-point functions in φ4 theory
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where the ? product is dened as:






ν φ1(y)φ2(z)jy=z=x . (3)
Let’s consider the 1PI two-point function, which,
to lowest order, corresponds to the inverse prop-
agator:
S(0)(p2) = p2 + m2 . (4)
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Figure 1. Planar and nonplanar one loop corrections to
the inverse propagator in φ4 theory.
In NC theory, the one-loop corrections come from
the planar and non-planar diagrams shown in























where the NC-phase argument is: k  p 
kµθ
µνpν . It is usual in NC-calculatiuons to

















Using the previous inputs and the denition of the
Gamma-function, the evaluation of the integrals
in Eq. (5) is straightforward. The planar diagram
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where ν is the typical UV scale of dimensional
regularization, and    indicate regular terms. As
expected, the quadratic divergence obtained in
the PV cut-o scheme is absent in DR. In eec-
tive theories, like e.g. the well-known chiral per-
turbation theory of QCD, the m2 log(m2/ν2) is
a typical one-loop correction induced by a pion
loop with a mass m, while ν is xed to be about
the hadronic scale of about 1 GeV, where beyond
this value the eective approach is expected to be
not valid.
The evaluation of the non-planar diagram is
slightly more involved, but the strategy is very











2− p◦p4z , (9)
where: pq  −pµθ2µνqν = jpµθ2µνqν j . The evalu-














m2p  p) . (10)
Expanding the Bessel function for p  p ! 0:





log y +O (, y) ,(11)











log m2p  p
]
.(12)
This expression demonstrates that the non-planar
diagram is UV nite in the  ! 0 limit. It also
shows that the UV ( ! 0) limit and the IR (p 
p ! 0) one are completely independent, at least,
to this order of perturbation theory. This result














obtained using the PV cut-o scheme [2], where
−2eff  −2 + p  p . (14)
Indeed, in Eqs. (13) and (14), taking the UV
( ! 1) or/and IR (p  p ! 0) limits is am-
biguous due to the mixing of the UV and IR di-
vergences in the quadratic terms. The results of
the DR and PV regularization schemes for the
IR divergence co¨ncide in the limit where the UV
cut-o  ! 1. One also should notice that, in
this limit, both regularization schemes lead to a
IR 1/pp pole from the non-planar diagrams spe-
cic of the NC-theories. This pole diers from the
non-analytical log(p  p) pole present in calcula-
tions having only logarithmic UV divergences us-
ing PV-cut’o regularizations, such as the renor-
malization of the coupling constant g2 in NC
φ4 theory in four-dimensions, the vertex correc-
tions in φ3 scalar theory in six-dimension...which
have been explicitly discussed in [2]. This fea-
ture presumably indicates that the DR regular-
ization though decoupling the UV and IR diver-
gences and transforming the UV quadratic diver-
gence into a logarithmic one, does not aect the
structure of the IR 1/p  p pole from non-planar
diagrams specic of the NC-theories.





Figure 2. An infinite series of divergent graphs sums up
to a single graph with the dressed one loop propagator.
One may generalize the previous one-loop re-
sult by resumming innite series of divergent non-
planar graphs including planar one-loop mass cor-







S(2)(k) = m2R + k
2 +
g2
24pi2k  k +    , (16)
where mR is the renormalized scalar mass. The
integral is IR nite and has the typical 1/ UV







4. Some phenomenological implications
The absence of quadratic divergences within di-
mensional regularization can (a priori) aect
dierent phenomenological constraints on NC-
models based on the existence of this term. In
general, in a theory with a massive particle m,
one should do the replacement:




where ν is the UV scale of DR and corresponds
to the scale until which the eective theory ap-
proach is expected to be valid. This log-term
is also present in PVR but non-leading com-
pared with the 2 one and then is regulariza-
tion independent. Using this result, one expects
that most of the stringent bounds on the scale
of spacetime noncommutativity derived from the
low-energy tests of Lorentz violation, and which
are based on the quadratic term are regulariza-
tion dependent. Regularization independent con-
straints should then come from the log term.
In the case of NCQCD 1, the magnetic operator
qθµνσµνq acts like a ~σ  ~B interaction with a xed
~B and leads to sidereal variations in e.g. the hy-
perne splittings 2. Such variations in the dier-
ences between Cs and Hg atomic clocks sensitive
to external ~σ  ~B interactions are bounded at the
10−31 GeV level. The authors in Ref. [9], have es-
timated this operator in a nuclear environnment
using QCD spectral sum rules (QSSR) approach
[4], and obtained:( αs
12pi
)
p02θ  E =) θ2  10−29 , (19)
where p0  mcon  300 MeV is the o-shell
light quark momentum; αs  1 and E is the
bound on the sidereal variation. The numerical
constraint looks a priori inconsistent as θ is ex-
pected to be of the order of 1/2, such that the
inequality would lead to 1  10−29 ! Using our
1A consistent construction of NC-QCD has been proposed
recently in [5].
2Some other low-energy constraints have been derived in
[6], while constraints from high-energy accelerators have
been e.g. derived in [7]. We plan to re-examine these
existing constraints in a future publication [8].





 10−29 , (20)




θ  ν  1015 GeV . (21)
The numerical value is apparently not aected
by the choice of the regularization schemes, but
this is not really true because, in the PVR, one
has taken the cut-o  to be about 1 TeV [9] for
deriving the constraint on θ. As this bound is
stringent, it is also necessary to check the relia-
bility of the QSSR result (eect of choice of the
nucleon operators, stability,...) and to use alter-
native tests such as lattice calculations.
5. Conclusions
We have explictly shown that, to one-loop, the
UV and IR divergences of the NC models decou-
ple within dimensional regularization (DR) , in-
dicating that the correlation observed in previ-
ous works for NC-theories having quadratic di-
vergences can only be an articat of the Pauli-
Villars cut-o regularization (PVR) procedure.
We also note that the IR structure obtained from
DR is reproduced by PVR in the limit where the
UV cut-o  ! 1. We plan to check if the
previous conclusions continue to hold for some
other processes [8]. It is also important to test
if the decoupling between the UV and IR diver-
gences remains valid to higher orders. Finally, we
have studied the phenomenological consequences
of our result, by revising some bounds on the NC-
theories based on the existence of the quadratic
divergences. The most stringent bound for the
NC-QCD scale derived from low-energy data is
given in Eq. (21).
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